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Abstract 

The problem of constructing an effective mechanism for rapid transmission of data between microsatel-

lites and network of ground stations in the dynamically changing environment is considered. The main 

target of the developed system is to ensure the efficient data transfer from group of microsatellites to the 

ground stations with a minimum time delay and considering current limitations on reception by stations. 

The system must adaptively adjust plans for every station according to new events coming. .Multi-agent 

approach to solving this class of problems is proposed. It is shown that the schedule is constructed as a 

dynamic balance of interests between stations agents and orders agents. Both types of agents negotiate 

their position in the schedule and plan their work shifting basic schedule due to the tolerance between 

actual and preferred start time. The ontology, agents, interaction protocols and key benefits of proposed 

system are discussed. 

Keywords: microsatellite, ground station, multi-agent system, communication session, ontology, data-

stream scheduling, agent. 

Introduction 

Recent achievements in the microelectronics and microelectromechanics area allowed reducing 

the weight of spacecrafts keeping their target characteristics. As the result, a new class of space-

crafts called small-scaled (SSC) appeared. A stable SSC classification has formed abroad by their 

weight characteristics: pico-satellites under 1 kg, nano-satellites from 1 to 10 kg, microsatellites 

from 10 to 100 kg, mini-satellites from 100 to 500 kg and small SC from 500 to 1000 kg. Cost and 

time reduction needed for the development and manufacture of SSC provides the creation of the 

whole satellite systems, capable of continuous earth surface monitoring, resolve navigation and tel-

ecommunication issues. SSC groups creation can dramatically change the set opinion about space 

systems part and place and considerably expand customer services spot comparing to the ones that 

are implemented today [1]. On the other hand, SSC number increase in the orbit group results in 

management systems overload and the necessity of processing big amounts of target information. 

Under these circumstances, a problem of scheduling the timely data transfer from spacecrafts to the 

ground stations becomes the most urgent. 

A problem description of communicational environment design for data transfer from microsat-

ellites system to the ground geographically distributed infrastructure of data receipt and processing 

is given in the suggested paper and its solution based on the multi-agent technologies is suggested. 
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1 Problem statement 

Let there be given a set of microsatellites that belong to different types of users (e.g. several 

universities, ERS operators, etc.) and focused on getting the information from microsatellites and on 

data transceiving to the ground stations. Microsatellites number can change in time (some of them 

break down, the new ones are launched, etc.). Each microsatellite can have constraints of technical, 

organizational, financial or of any other character on the data transmission to the ground stations 

that belong to different developers. Therefore there is a group of available stations for data “dump” 

and the group of constantly (or temporary) unavailable stations. 

Moreover, some of the ground stations have an ability to transmit the received information to 

another station or use Internet resources for interested consumers to access this information. Data 

dump task is a task to transmit the specified data amount from one particular microsatellite in a giv-

en time period. Data transmission to the ground station should be preceded by a procedure of com-

munication sessions schedule coordination. It is necessary for the implementation of some prelimi-

nary work on the station, including the computation of target destinations for antenna complex aim-

ing to a certain spacecraft, preparation of engineering software tools for processing of incoming in-

formation.  

The main point of the suggested development is to design a mechanism providing a possibility 

for microsatellites to transmit data to ground stations system with constraints, including the unex-

pected ones. Duration of communication sessions between microsatellites and ground stations is 

one of the key factors that affect monitoring performance and data delivery efficiency. Therefore, 

data delivery to the ground stations program optimization influences directly system efficiency as a 

whole. 

System’s purpose is to provide the efficient data dump from microsatellites group in a way for 

it to happen at the required time with the minimum delay from the moment of on-board data receipt 

and considering current receipt constraints. At the same time, system should adaptively correct the 

built schedule for each station, considering the arising events: shooting schedule changes on mi-

crosatellite board, its failure, station equipment failure, another user request on data receipt form 

one of the microsatellites, etc. If unexpected events have occurred on one of the ground stations, its 

tasks should be redistributed between other stations of the network. 

Task of data transmission scheduling between many microsatellites and ground stations can be 

formulated in the following way. There must be provided data flow Ф maximization in the mi-

crosatellites system N on the time horizon T for M stations: 
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where rateij(t) is a speed of data transfer from microsatellite i to ground station j, linkij(t) is a mutual 

data transfer efficiency from microsatellite to ground station, scheduleij(t) – data transfer schedule, 

built considering mutual visibility of stations and microsatellites. 

Therefore, a solution of the given problem requires coordinated scheduling of works in the sta-

tions and microsatellites network. 

2 Description of multi-agent approach to problem solving 

Multi-agent technologies that allow to solve complex problems by means of self-organization 

of competing and cooperating agents, can be used as a basis for the given task solution [2, 3]. 

When scheduling communication sessions, a concept of demand-resource networks (DRN) is 

applied, where each schedule is designed as a flexible (rebuilt by the events) network of demand 

(problem) and resource agents connections. It is based on the principle of the joint interest of all the 

participants in the solutions profitable for each of them and for the system as a whole. At the same 



 

time, worsening of one participant’s position can be compensated at other participants’ expense in 

the interest of the group if it leads to the group benefit in general. 

Basic principles of suggested multi-agent approach to adaptive scheduling can be formulated as 

follows: 

 Dataflow from every microsatellite for transfer to the ground can be represented as a problem 

with a certain starting time, limited ending time, volume and priority. 

 Each task and ground station gets their own program agents that have individual schedules. 

 Task agent defines the requirements and constraints for scheduling, according to its capacity and 

preferable execution time. 

 If at the attempt to schedule an appropriate ground station is occupied by another task, then a 

conflict is stated and negotiations start to resolve it by tasks shifts in time or their reallocation to 

other stations. 

 The key rule of schedule changes confirmation is the condition that the sum of the improve-

ments is bigger than sum of deteriorations, caused by a new event in the interests of the system 

as a whole for works execution. 

 Even after solving the problem, agent does not stop and keeps trying to improve its position 

(while he has the time to solve the problem). 

Therefore, the final schedule is built as a dynamic balance of interests of tasks and stations 

agents that negotiate for their position in the network schedule and plan their work by shifting, 

based on acceptable deviations of tasks implementation starting time from the desired time.  

3 Multi-agent scheduling system development 

To consider the domain area specifics and problem specifics of scheduling data flow between 

the set of microsatellites and ground stations there have been developed an ontology structure and 

its fragment is shown in the Figure 1. According to this structure, each ground station has individual 

schedule where planned communication sessions with microsatellites and station operation schedule 

are displayed. Each communication session is characterized by priority, duration, performance sta-

tus and time period when it need to be executed. Communication sessions can be possible only in 

certain time intervals, during which a direct visibility between a microsatellite and a station is main-

tained. 

Each ground station is associated with a resource agent. Resource agent purpose is the thickest 

jobs scheduling with the preference of scheduling tasks of “its own” microsatellites and providing 

minimum downtime of the equipment. Each communication session is associated with a problem 

agent. Problem agent purpose is to allocate to the best for him ground station, which parameters sat-

isfy problem constraints. Problem agent can react to the events, addition/removal of ground stations 

and other problems allocation cancellations. A special scene agent that is responsible for the inter-

action with the system user performs problems registration and cancellation. 

To consider the cost component, agents’ virtual market is introduced, where all process charac-

teristics are expressed in virtual money equivalents. Each agent has an objective and penalty func-

tion. Objective function represents satisfaction of the agent depending on the achievement of the set 

goal. Penalty function sets a bonus or a fine for one or another objective function value. At the same 

time, it allows to set the acceptable values intervals for scheduling where it is necessary by setting 

an intentionally unacceptable fine amount in the unacceptable values area. 
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Figure 1 – Ontology fragment of the multi-agent system for communication sessions scheduling 

Each agent tries to maximize its satisfaction and increases the profit that he can spend like “en-

ergy” for shifting other agents in the case of a conflict, which he tries to resolve in the interests of 

the system as a whole. Scheduling problem is solved iteratively by the gradual increase (local im-

provement) of the objective functions values of each agent. 

When the problem is initialized it is given the initial sum of virtual money according to its pri-

ority. This money can be used as a payment for allocation on the chosen resource and for the com-

pensation of the expenses of the tasks shifted during the allocation. Objective and penalty functions 

are built considering time constraints on the deadlines for the problem agent and considering the 

loading on the certain scheduling interval fort the resource agent (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 - An example of the problem (on the left) and resource (on the right) objective function 



 

Scheduling process includes two stages: 

1) Primal initialization of problems allocation to the resources considering preferences and 

time constraints; 

2) Profit proactive improvement from the tasks by rescheduling; 

Agent interaction protocol in the primal initialization of problem allocation is shown in the Fig-

ure 3. This protocol is a Contract Net Interaction Protocol implementation, specified by the FIPA 

standard [4]. Arrived task agent defines a list of available and appropriate agents for the ground sta-

tions allocation and then it sends a message-request CFP (Call for Proposal) to each of them, which 

contains satellite name and time interval, during which a communication session should be sched-

uled. 
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Figure 3 - Agent interaction protocol in case of a new task arrival 

 

Each ground station agent that received this message, performs a visibility intervals analysis of 

the specified microsatellite in the specified time slot. The calculations are only performed on re-

quest, because visibility intervals calculation between microsatellite and a station is a resourceful 

operation. Then from the obtained list of the possible task allocation intervals those time slots are 

excluded during which station is busy executing other tasks according to its schedule. If there are no 

time slots available for allocation, station agent sends a response refuse, otherwise – message pro-

pose that contains a list of the available intervals. 

When task agent receives response messages, it finds the best allocation option according to its 

objective function and then it sends an accept-proposal message to the station agent that suggested 

this option. This message contains scheduling time slot, defined by the task, that depends on the 

starting time and communication session duration. The rest of the station agents receive a reject-

proposal message 



 

When station agent receives an accept-proposal message, it checks the specified scheduling 

time slot for occupation by other tasks. If the interval is free then a responding message inform is 

sent, resource agent gets a payment for the allocation and task information is recorded in the sched-

ule. Otherwise, a failure message is sent and when task agent receives it, it tries to be allocated on 

the other resource. 

Then an algorithm of proactive improvement of task agent satisfaction is initiated. Task agent 

with the smallest objective function value starts the improvement process first. Proactive task ques-

tions the appropriate resources, defining the allocation cost in the different schedule parts. Two 

closest tasks on the left and on the right sides from the middle of the interval for scheduled task are 

chosen, among the tasks that were scheduled in the considered time slot. Agents of these tasks re-

ceive a request on shift on the specified time. Recursive shifting of the tasks affected by the shift 

continues until one of the tasks can move to the new position without obstacles, the displacing task 

still have means to compensate the expenses or a counter that limits recursion depth equals zero. 

From the set of possible allocation positions those options are excluded, which confirmation will 

not let to improve the system objective function value, and the best option is chosen from the ones 

that are left. 

The task that remains unscheduled is put in the list of tasks that wait for the scheduling. New at-

tempt of scheduling these tasks will be made in case of arising events of adding new resources or 

schedule changes of the existing ones.  

The designed system develops models, methods and algorithms that were earlier developed for 

the multi-agent SSC group management system [5], where the incoming ERS tasks adaptively dis-

tribute between SSC with different technical abilities. 

Conclusion 

The suggested approach to the communication sessions scheduling allows achieving high oper-

ability, flexibility and efficiency in microsatellites and stations network operation, especially with a 

priori uncertainty in demand and supply changes on microsatellites and ground stations services and 

high level of dynamics of unexpected events occurrence. Dynamic forming and support of the ade-

quate schedule that was coordinated with all of the participants in negotiations of task and station 

agents will allow to consider the changing external conditions that are connected with data transfer 

conditions change, orbit parameters, microsatellites equipment failure, communication channels 

overload, etc. Moreover, microsatellites and stations operation will be transparent for all partici-

pants; it will allow reducing the scheduling workload and mistakes caused by human factor; it will 

increase the reliability of the designed technics.   
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